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Background

• Problem to solve

○ The van accessible designated parking spaces are used by the non-ramp or lift equipped vehicles (NRLEV) with accessible parking permits (Zielinski, 2010; Vogel, 2012). As the group of ramp or lift equipped van (RLEV) users grow because of the needs of the aging society, the problem will be even more salient in the future.
Background

• Goals and objectives

- To investigate whether inappropriate van accessible space parking is a problem that needs to be addressed;

- To evaluate whether intervention signs for van accessible parking can provide better prompts for drivers with accessible parking permits to allow RLEV to park in their designated spaces compared with the current signage.

• Hypothesis

- The currently used van parking sign does not sufficiently warn drivers with accessible parking permits who drive a regular car not to park in the van accessible designated space.

- The installation of a more discriminant van identified sign might reduce the number of NRLEV that park in the van identified space.
Progress to Date

• Study 1 Focus Group

• Study 2 Intervention experiment

• Study 3 Interviews

Study 1 Focus group

• Participants

12 participants; 10 were people with disabilities and 2 were people without disabilities who provided care and transportation for people with disabilities.

• Questions

Experiences with van accessible parking, and the experience of the van designated space being occupied by drivers driving a regular car with accessible parking permits.
Study 1 Focus group

• Key results

  o Importance of the accessible van designated parking space
  o Concerns about the current van accessible parking space
  o Strategies RLEV users used to find parking spaces
  o Suggestions

Study 2 Experimental Study: Multiple Baseline across Two Sites to Assess the Effects of Different Signs

• Method

  Current Signs | Intervention signs
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Study 2 Results

Study 3 Interview

• Purpose
To better understand NRLEV drivers’ perceptions about the current signs for accessible van identified parking, who parked at the accessible van identified space

• Questions
Whether the drivers could distinguish the standard accessible parking signs from the standard accessible van parking signs.
Study 3 Interview

• Key Results

  o Among 10 participants who parked in the accessible van parking space with NRLEVs, 6 indicated that they parked in the space with the regular ADA parking sign, while 4 indicated that they parked in the space with the accessible van parking sign.

  o Four out of 7 participants thought it was unnecessary that the van should be ramp or lift equipped to park in the van accessible space.

Implications

• For consumers
• For practitioners and advocates
• For policymakers
• For researchers
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